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periodic thin plates
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Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to propose numerical methods to determine the macroscopic
bending strength criterion of periodically heterogeneous thin plates in the framework of yield
design (or limit analysis) theory. The macroscopic strength criterion of the heterogeneous
plate is obtained by solving an auxiliary yield design problem formulated on the unit cell,
that is the elementary domain reproducing the plate strength properties by periodicity. In
the present work, it is assumed that the plate thickness is small compared to the unit cell
characteristic length, so that the unit cell can still be considered as a thin plate itself. Yield
design static and kinematic approaches for solving the auxiliary problem are, therefore,
formulated with a Love-Kirchhoff plate model. Finite elements consistent with this model
are proposed to solve both approaches and it is shown that the corresponding optimization
problems belong to the class of second-order cone programming (SOCP), for which very
efficient solvers are available. Macroscopic strength criteria are computed for different type
of heterogeneous plates (reinforced, perforated plates,...) by comparing the results of the
static and the kinematic approaches. Information on the unit cell failure modes can also
be obtained by representing the optimal failure mechanisms. In a companion paper, the
so-obtained homogenized strength criteria will be used to compute ultimate loads of global
plate structures.

Keywords: yield design, limit analysis, homogenization theory, thin plate model,
second-order cone programming, finite element method

1. Introduction

Heterogeneous periodic thin plates are frequently encountered in civil engineering ap-
plications and the assessment of their bending strength capacities is of great importance
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for engineers. The computation of the ultimate load of a structure can be performed us-
ing two different class of methods. The first one, called the incremental approach, relies
on a step-by-step elasto-plastic computation of the whole loading path until failure. This
approach is time consuming, especially for complex structures, and poses convergence issues
when approaching the collapse of the structure. The second class concerns direct methods
using the theory of limit analysis or, in a more general manner, yield design theory [1] to
bracket the ultimate load using two theorems : the lower bound static approach and the
upper bound kinematic approach. The efficiency of direct methods is that they require only
the verification of equilibrium equations and the fulfillment of the yield criterion at each
point of the structure without any knowledge of the mechanical behavior (apart from the
strength criterion) or the whole loading path.
The resolution of the static and kinematic approaches requires solving convex nonlinear
optimization problems. Numerical methods dedicated to yield design have gained recent at-
tention due to the development of mathematical programming techniques. A traditional ap-
proach involves the linearization of the yield criteria so that the corresponding optimization
problems can be formulated within linear programming [2–5], for which powerful softwares
based on interior point algorithms are available. These algorithms have also been developed
for a broader class of optimization problems called second order cone programming (SOCP)
[6] and implemented in commercial codes such as the Mosek software package [7]. Remark-
ably, a large number of traditional yield criteria can be expressed using conic constraints
so that limit analysis problems can be formulated within SOCP [8]. Recent works applied
this method to 2D plane strain problems [9, 10], frame structures or thin plates in bending
[11, 12]. The obtained results seem very promising in terms of computational time saving
(problems with a large number of optimization variables can be solved within seconds) as
well as accuracy. For these reasons, these numerical methods will be used in this work.

Despite the efficiency of the previously mentioned numerical procedures, yield design of
periodic media can be very difficult to perform due to the presence of rapidly and strongly
varying material properties on a large scale structure. Numerical computations on the het-
erogeneous structure are, therefore, out of reach due to the high degree of local refinement
needed to correctly capture the properties of the inhomogeneities. Homogenization theory
in yield design has therefore been developed to characterize the strength domain of an equiv-
alent homogeneous media with the idea that the corresponding homogenized yield design
problem would, then, be much easier to solve. Founding works are due to Suquet [13] and
de Buhan [14].
The determination of the homogenized or macroscopic strength properties are quite sim-
ilar to homogenization theory in elasticity. The macroscopic strength domain is, indeed,
determined by solving an auxiliary yield design problem formulated on the unit cell of the
periodic plate. Homogenization of elastic in-plane periodic plates has been widely studied
by different authors. One main feature of this problem is that a plate model is valid in the
limit of a small thickness h compared to the typical length L of the plate structure whereas
the homogenization procedure is valid in the limit of a small in-plane typical length a of the
unit cell compared to the same length L. Therefore, different homogenization procedures
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have to be considered depending on the relative values of a and h.
For instance, if a and h are of the same order, the unit cell has to be modeled as a 3D
medium [15–17]. On the contrary, if h is small compared to a, it is possible to replace
the original 3D heterogeneous body by a 2D heterogeneous Love-Kirchhoff plate, which is
homogenized in a second step (see [18] for elastic plates). Our work will be focused on this
specific case within the framework of yield design theory and associated numerical methods.

This paper is organized as follows : in section 2, the homogenization theory in yield design
will be briefly described within the framework of thin plates in bending and the equilibrium
equations of the associated Love-Kirchhoff plate model will be recalled. Section 3 is devoted
to the formulation of the auxiliary yield design problem, either by the static approach or
by the kinematic approach, and the definition of the macroscopic strength criterion Ghom is
given. Numerical methods to solve the static approach are then presented in section 4 and
the corresponding optimization problem is formulated as a SOCP problem. Section 5 deals
with the case of the kinematic approach in the same manner. Finally, different numerical
examples are studied in section 6, in order to assess the performance of both numerical
procedures.

2. Yield design of periodic thin plates : a homogenization approach

2.1. The heterogeneous problem

We consider a heterogeneous thin plate occupying a domain Ω in the (x, y)−plane. Inter-
nal forces of the plate are the tensor of membrane forces N , the tensor of bending moments
M and the vector of shear forces V . Generally speaking, the set of admissible internal forces
with respect to the local strength of the plate at a point x ∈ Ω can be represented as a
bounded convex set G(x) :

(N,M, V ) ∈ G(x)

In the special case of thin plates in bending, it is generally assumed that the plate is infinitely
resistant to both membrane and shear forces such that the local strength criterion depends
on the bending moment only :

M ∈ G(x)

Now, assuming that the plate loading depends upon several loading parameters Q, the
domain Λ of potentially safe loads Q is defined as the set of loads such that there exists a
statically admissible (S.A.) bending moment field M(x) (i.e. which equilibrates the loading
Q), satisfying the strength criterion at each point of the plate (see [1]) :

Λ =
{
Q | ∃M (x) S.A. with Q, ∀x ∈ Ω M(x) ∈ G(x)

}

Making use of the virtual work principle, one can obtain a kinematic definition of Λ, dual
to the previous static one. In the case of thin plates in bending, the hypothesis of infinite
membrane and shear strength imposes that the plate kinematics obey the Love-Kirchhoff
condition. Let û be the virtual transversal velocity of the plate and q the generalized
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kinematic parameters defined by duality in the expression of the work of external forces,
such that for all û kinematically admissible (K.A.) with q (i.e. piecewise continuous and
differentiable satisfying the kinematic boundary conditions), the virtual work of external
load is given by Pext(û) = Q · q. We then introduce π(χ̂; x), the support function of G(x)

defined as
π(χ̂; x) = sup

M∈G(x)

M : χ̂

and the associated maximum resisting work Prm(û) as follows
1 :

Prm(û) =

∫

Ω

π(χ̂; x)dΩ

where χ̂ = ∇s∇û(x) is the curvature tensor associated with the virtual velocity field û. The

following kinematic definition of Λ is then obtained :

Q ∈ Λ =⇒ ∀û K.A. with q, Pext(û) ≤ Prm(û)

2.2. The homogenized problem

Now, the special case of plates which are periodic in their in-plane direction will be
considered. Therefore, there exist two vectors a1, a2 such that G(x) can be reproduced by
periodicity along a1 and a2 :

G(x+ n1a1 + n2a2) = G(x) ∀x ∈ Ω, ∀n1, n2 ∈ Z

The two vectors a1 and a2 define the unit cell of the periodic plate. In the case when the
typical size a of the unit cell is small in comparison to the plate typical length L (a ≪ L),
the natural idea of homogenization theory is to substitute the local heterogeneous strength
criterion G(x) by a homogenized or macroscopic strength criterion Ghom, as illustrated in
figure 1.

Using the same definitions as before, we introduce

Λhom =
{
Q | ∃M(x) S.A. with Q, ∀x ∈ Ω M(x) ∈ Ghom

}

which also admits the following kinematic definition :

Q ∈ Λhom =⇒ ∀û K.A. with q Pext(û) ≤ P hom
rm (û) =

∫

Ω

Πhom(χ̂)dΩ

1This expression assumes that the rotation vector associated with the gradient of the transversal velocity
field û is everywhere continuous. If this is not the case, another term taking into account the contribution
of angular jumps has to be considered in the expression of the maximum resisting work. For more details,
we refer to [12] and section 5.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the homogenization procedure for a periodic heterogeneous thin plate : initial
heterogeneous (left) and equivalent homogeneous (right) yield design plate problems

where Πhom(χ̂) is the support function associated with Ghom.

Similarly to the case of 3D periodic heterogeneous media [13, 14], the following result of
homogenization theory in yield design holds true :

Λ −→ Λhom when a/L → 0

Let mention that Γ-convergence results for the homogenization of rigid perfectly plastic
periodic thin plates in the case a ≪ L are given in [19].

2.3. Love-Kirchhoff plate model

Since the plate is supposed to be infinitely resistant to shear forces, the virtual motions
of the plate must satisfy the Love-Kirchhoff condition.

In this case, the weak form of the Love-Kirchhoff plate equations is obtained by writ-
ing the virtual work of internal forces for a continuously differentiable test function u(x)
(transversal velocity) and integrating twice by parts :

Pint(u) = −
∫

Ω

M : ∇s∇udΩ =

∫

Ω

divM · ∇udΩ−
∫

∂Ω

(M · n) · ∇udl +

∫

Γ

[[M · n]] · ∇udl

Pint(u) = −
∫

Ω

div (divM)udΩ+

∫

∂Ω

(divM · n)udl −
∫

Γ

[[divM · n]]udl

−
∫

∂Ω

(M · n) · ∇udl +

∫

Γ

[[M · n]] · ∇udl

where Γ is a line of potential discontinuities in Ω, n a unit normal vector and where [[·]]
represents the discontinuity of the quantity (·) through Γ following its normal n. In the case
when the loading consists only of a distributed transversal pressure p(x), the virtual work

of external forces is given by Pext(u) = −
∫

Ω

p(x)u(x)dΩ. Then, the virtual work principle

reads :
0 = Pint(u) + Pext(u) ∀u K.A.
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The weak formulation yields the following equilibrium equation :

div (divM) + p = 0 in Ω

While the boundary conditions and jump equations require a specific attention because of
the fact that, on a given line, u and∇u·n are independent fields whereas u and∇u·t are not (t
being a unit tangent vector). For example, on the part of the boundary where u = ∇u·n = 0,
it is impossible to choose an arbitrary value of ∇u ·t to obtain the boundary condition Mnt =
0. This specific aspect has been widely reported in the literature and one method to overcome
this problematic aspect is to use the following equality Mnt∂tu = ∂t(Mntu)− (∂tMnt)u in the
variational form, here ∂t denotes the derivative along the tangential direction. Introducing

K = (divM) · n+
∂Mnt

∂t

as the equivalent Kirchhoff shear force, one obtains :

Pint(u) = −
∫

Ω

div (divM)udΩ+

∫

∂Ω

Kudl −
∫

Γ

[[K]]udl −
∫

∂Ω

Mnn∂nudl

+

∫

Γ

[[Mnn]]∂nudl−
∫

∂Ω

∂t(Mntu)dl +

∫

Γ

[[∂t(Mntu)]]dl

If ∂Ω ∪ Γ is regular except on a finite number of angular points cj, the last two terms can
be rewritten as :

−
∫

∂Ω

∂t(Mntu)dl +

∫

Γ

[[∂t(Mntu)]]dl = −
∑

j

Rju(cj)

where Rj = [[Mnt(cj)]] is the discontinuity of Mnt at a corner cj.
Finally, the variational formulation reduces to : ∀uK.A.

0 =

∫

Ω

(div (divM)+ p)udΩ+

∫

∂Ω

(Mnn∂nu−Ku)dl−
∫

Γ

([[Mnn]]∂nu− [[K]]u)dl+
∑

j

Rju(cj)

The variational formulation is now written in terms of independent fields only and one
can obtain the following boundary conditions :

K = 0 Mnn = 0 on ∂Ω1

K = 0 ∂nu = 0 on ∂Ω2

u = 0 Mnn = 0 on ∂Ω3

u = 0 ∂nu = 0 on ∂Ω4

∂Ω =
⋃

i

∂Ωi, ∂Ωi ∩ ∂Ωj = ∅ for i 6= j

and the following jump equations (figure 2):

[[Mnn]] = 0
[[K]] = 0

through Γ

Rj = [[Mnt(cj)]] = 0 at cj
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Figure 2: Jump equations of the Love-Kirchhoff plate model : through a line Γ (left) and at a corner cj
(right)

3. Determination of Ghom by solving an auxiliary yield design problem

The process of determining the macroscopic strength criterion Ghom requires to solve a
specific auxiliary yield design problem formulated on the unit cell, allowing to relate macro-
scopic quantities to the microscopic ones. Obviously, it is to be recalled that the thin plate
model is only an idealization of a 3D structure in the limit of a small thickness h compared
to the characteristic length of the structure L. As already mentioned in the introduction,
the present paper is interested in the case when the thickness h can still be considered as
small when compared to the typical size of the unit cell : h ≪ a ≪ L. In this specific case,
the original 3D unit cell problem can still be modeled as a plate problem.

3.1. Space of statically admissible moment fields and definition of Ghom

Let A be such a unit cell of the periodic plate, ξ a point in A and Γ a potential discon-
tinuity line in A. M is the macroscopic bending tensor which will play the role of loading
parameters for the auxiliary problem.
The appropriate conditions to formulate a correct auxiliary problem in the framework of
periodic homogenization theory are the following :

• zero distributed forces;

• periodic conditions on the boundary of the unit cell (see figure 3);

• averaging relation relating the macroscopic to the microscopic bending moment ten-
sors.

Hence, we introduce the set SA(M) of local bending moment tensor m(ξ) defined on the
unit cell which are statically admissible with M as follows :
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Figure 3: Periodic and antiperiodic boundary conditions on the unit cell for static and kinematic fields. ξ+

and ξ− are the position vectors of two points on opposite sides of the unit cell and deduced from each other
by periodicity.

div divm(ξ) = 0 in A (1)
[[mnn]] = 0 through Γ (2)
[[K]] = 0 through Γ (3)

m(ξ) ∈ SA(M) ⇐⇒ Rj = 0 at cj inside A (4)

mnn A− periodic (5)
K A− antiperiodic (6)
Rj A− antiperiodic (7)
M = 〈m(ξ)〉 (8)

where 〈·〉 = 1

|A|

∫

A

(·)dA.
The macroscopic strength criterion Ghom is then obtained as follows :

Ghom =
{
M | ∃m(ξ) ∈ SA(M), ∀ξ ∈ A m(ξ) ∈ G(ξ)

}
(9)

which states that the macroscopic strength domain consists of all the macroscopic bending
moments for which there exists at least one microscopic bending moment distribution on
the unit cell which is statically admissible with the macroscopic bending moment, while
fulfilling the local strength criterion at each point of the unit cell.

3.2. Space of kinematically admissible velocity fields

Let KA(χ) bet the set of local transversal velocity fields u(ξ) defined on the unit cell,

and kinematically admissible with a macroscopic curvature tensor χ as follows :
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u(ξ) =
1

2
ξ · χ · ξ + v(ξ) in A (10)

u(ξ) ∈ KA(χ) ⇐⇒ v(ξ) continuous in A (11)

v(ξ) A− periodic (12)
∂v

∂n
(ξ) A− antiperiodic (13)

This definition deserves some remarks :

• Due to the previous assumptions (Love-Kirchhoff kinematics), the following properties
can be deduced :

– u(ξ) is continuous;

– the discontinuity of the gradient ∇u through a discontinuity line Γ is necessarily
normal to this line by virtue of Hadamard’s compatibility condition [20]. Hence

: [[∇u]] =

[[
∂v

∂n

]]
n

– ∇v(ξ) is A−periodic.

• Assumptions made on v(ξ) are consistent with Love-Kirchhoff kinematics. In particu-
lar, the local velocity field u can be seen as a Love-Kirchhoff velocity field obtained by
the superposition of a homogeneous curvature term plus a periodic perturbation v(ξ).

• Rotation of the microstructure is characterized by the gradient of u : ∇u(ξ) = χ · ξ +
∇v(ξ) which is also obtained by the superposition of a homogeneous curvature term
plus a periodic perturbation ∇v(ξ) of the rotation vector.

• The local curvature is κ(ξ) = ∇s∇u = χ + ∇s∇v(ξ). Using Green’s theorem, its

average is given by :

〈κ〉 = χ+ 〈∇s∇v〉

= χ+
1

|A|

(∫

∂A

1

2
(∇v ⊗ n + n⊗∇v)dl −

∫

Γ

1

2
([[∇v]]⊗ n+ n⊗ [[∇v]])dl

)

the first term vanishes because ∇v ⊗ n is anti-periodic. Thus, the following identity
holds true :

χ = 〈κ〉+ 1

|A|

∫

Γ

[[
∂v

∂n

]]
n⊗ ndl (14)

Using the virtual work principle, it is quite easy to see that the two sets SA(M) and
KA(χ) are in duality in the following sense :

∀m ∈ SA(M), ∀u ∈ KA(χ) Pext(u) = |A|
〈
m : κ(ξ)

〉
= |A|M : χ

i.e. the average internal work on the unit cell is equal to the internal work of the average
bending moment M and of the macroscopic curvature tensor χ. More precisely, owing to
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(14) in the case when there are no rotation discontinuities of the velocity field on the unit
cell, χ is equal to the average of the local curvature 〈κ(ξ)〉 such that the previous relation

can now be written : 〈
m : κ(ξ)

〉
=

〈
m(ξ)

〉
:
〈
κ(ξ)

〉
= M : χ

This expression can be interpreted as a generalized Hill’s lemma which is the basis of all ho-
mogenization procedures. In our case, M clearly appears as a three-parameter (Mxx,Myy,Mxy)
loading mode, the associated dual kinematic parameters being the three components of the
macroscopic curvature tensor (χxx, χyy, χxy).

3.3. Kinematic definition of Ghom

Using the previous notations, it can be shown that the macroscopic support function
Πhom is given by :

Πhom(χ) = sup
M∈Ghom

M : χ = inf
u∈KA(χ)

1

|A|

(∫

A

π(κ; ξ)dA+

∫

Γ

π([[∇u]];n)dl

)

or introducing KA0 such that KA(χ) =

{
1

2
ξ · χ · ξ

}
⊕KA0 :

Πhom(χ) = inf
v∈KA0

1

|A|

(∫

A

π(χ+∇s∇v; ξ)dA+

∫

Γ

π

([[
∂v

∂n

]]
;n

)
dl

)
(15)

Using this kinematic definition, Ghom can then be computed as the convex hull of all hyper-
planes of equation M : χ = Πhom(χ) for all macroscopic curvatures χ. Note that, since G

has been supposed to be bounded, Ghom is also bounded (see definition (9)). Therefore, all
suprema and infinima in the previous relations are finite and there is no additional condition
on the virtual curvatures to ensure finite upper bounds in the kinematic approach.

3.4. Conclusion

In this section, an appropriate definition for the macroscopic strength criterion Ghom of
a periodic plate has been given. This definition relies upon the solution of an auxiliary yield
design problem defined over the unit cell, with specific periodic boundary conditions. This
problem can be solved either in its static or its kinematic form. In practice, none of the
two problems can be solved analytically and numerical procedures are required based for
instance upon the discretization of both problems.
Let SAd(M) ⊆ SA(M) and KA0d ⊆ KA0 be subspaces consistent with the previous defini-

tions. If (9) is solved using SAd(M), one would obtain a lower bound approximation Ghom
stat

to the macroscopic strength criterion Ghom. Similarly, if (15) is solved using KA0d, one
would obtain a larger value of the macroscopic support function Πkin

hom ≥ Πhom, correspond-
ing to an upper bound approximation Ghom

kin ⊃ Ghom to the macroscopic strength criterion.
Obvisouly, using the lower (resp. upper) approximation of Ghom in the global computation
of a homogenized structure will lead to a lower bound (resp. upper bound) of the exact
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Figure 4: Equilibrium Morley finite element (from [11])

homogenized limit load.
Such numerical procedures based on the finite element method are discussed in the next two
sections and it will be shown, on numerical examples, that the obtained approximations of
Ghom are very close estimates of the exact macroscopic strength criterion.

4. Numerical resolution of the static approach

In this section, the static problem (9) is discretized using the finite element method and
the resulting optimization problem is solved using second-order cone programming. Lower
bound limit analysis of thin plate problems have already been successfully solved using such
methods [11]. Since the present auxiliary problem is very similar to yield design problems
formulated on plate structures, the formulations will be simply adapted to take periodic
boundary conditions and averaging relations into account.

4.1. Finite element discretization

In the following, the unit cell A is discretized into NE triangular finite elements assuming
a constant varying moment field in each element [11, 21]. Each such element, known as the
equilibrium Morley element, exhibits three degrees of freedom {me} = {mxx myy mxy}T per
element. Despite its apparent simplicity, some difficulties may arise for yield design problems
involving for instance uniformly distributed pressures, since the Morley element does not
result in an exact equilibrium relation for such loadings. In that case, some modifications are
required, as mentioned in [11]. However, since in the specific case of periodic homogenization
all distributed loads are supposed to be zero, such modifications are unnecessary.

With constant moments, equations (1), (3) and (6) are identically satisfied. Hence, the
generalized forces consist of three internal corner forces Z1, Z2, Z3 and three constant normal
bending moments along edges m12, m23, m31 (figure 4). These generalized forces (collected
in a vector {G}) are related to the moment field in the element {me} by a constant matrix
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[Ce] depending on the geometry of the element :

{G} = [Ce]{me}

If {m} collects the degrees of freedom of all NE elements, the global equilibrium of the unit
cell is obtained by assembling all contributions into the following relation :

[C]{m} = {0}

thereby satisfying (2) and (4) exactly. It should be mentioned that, in the global equilibrium
matrix [C], the equilibrium of edges and nodes belonging to the unit cell boundary are not
taken into account. The latter require, indeed, a special treatment to impose the periodic
boundary conditions (5) and (7).

Let an edge belonging to the boundary of the unit cell be indexed by i, and let e be the
index of its corresponding element. Let i′ (resp. e′) be the index of the edge (resp. of its
corresponding element) on the opposite boundary2. The two normal moments on i and i′

can then be obtained as :

m(i)
nn = 〈ce〉{me} m(i′)

nn = 〈ce′〉{me′}

The periodicity of mnn is then enforced by the following condition :

m(i)
nn −m(i′)

nn = 〈ce〉{me} − 〈ce′〉{me′} = 0

The same kind of equation can be written concerning corner loads for all pair of opposite
nodes. Both equations are then assembled into a global matrix [P ] taking into account all
periodic boundary conditions :

[P ]{m} = {0}
Finally, if ae is the area of element number e and [I3] the 3×3 identity matrix, the averaging
condition (8) may be written as :

{M} =





Mxx

Myy

Mxy



 =

1

|A|
[
a1[I3] a2[I3] . . . aNE

[I3]
]
{m} = [A]{m}

From now on, the unit cell will be considered of area |A| = 1.

Finally, it should be mentioned that all equations defining SA(M) have been exactly
satisfied by the proposed discretization. Therefore, if SAd(M) is the set of vectors {m}
satisfying all the previous discretized equations, the following inclusion SAd(M) ⊂ SA(M)
holds true.

2Obviously, two opposite boundaries must have exactly the same mesh so that periodic boundary condi-
tions can be imposed.
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4.2. Formulation as a standard second-order cone programming problem

The bending moment field has to satisfy the local strength criterion G(ξ) at each point
ξ ∈ A. In the following, it will be assumed that the unit cell is made of materials obeying
the von Mises criterion :

G(ξ) =
{
m(ξ) |

√
m2

xx +m2
yy −mxxmyy + 3m2

xy −mp(ξ) ≤ 0
}

(16)

where mp(ξ) is the ultimate bending moment3 characterizing the strength of the plate at
point ξ.

Since m(ξ) is constant over each element e, the yield criterion will be satisfied if :

√
{me}T [PvM ]{me} −mp,e ≤ 0 with [PvM ] =




1 −1/2 0
−1/2 1 0
0 0 3




where mp,e = infmp(ξ) for ξ in the element e. In the numerical examples, mp(ξ) will be
taken equal to a constant mp,e in each element.
Since [PvM ] is positive definite, the yield criterion can be formulated as the following conic
constraint :

‖[J1]{me}‖ ≤ mp,e

where [J1] =



1 −1/2 0

0
√
3/2 0

0 0
√
3


 is the Cholesky factor of [PvM ].

Let us mention that, although only the von Mises criterion will be used in the following, our
study can be easily extended to other types of bending plate criteria, provided they can be
formulated using conic constraints [8, 12]. This is the case for the Johansen square criterion,
the Tresca criterion, etc...

Since Ghom ⊂ R
3, it will be numerically obtained by considering a specific unitary direc-

tion {M0} ∈ R
3, ‖{M0}‖ = 1 and a loading parameter λ such that {M} = λ{M0}. Thus,

the static approach reduces to the resolution of the following maximization problem :

λs = maxλ

s.t.




0 [C]
0 [P ]

{M0} −[A]



{

λ
{m}

}
=





0
0
0





‖[J1]{me}‖ ≤ mp,e ∀e = 1, . . . , NE

(17)

This maximization problem is a second-order cone programming (SOCP) problem involving
linear equality constraints and NE conic constraints.

3mp(ξ) = σ0(ξ)h
2/4 if σ0 is the uniaxial yield strength of the plate material
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Figure 5: H3 finite element (from [12])

Finally, since SAd(M) ⊂ SA(M) and since the strength criterion is exactly satisfied over

the whole unit cell, it can be concluded that λs{M0} ∈ Ghom. Therefore, the convex hull of
all λs{M0} for different values of the direction {M0} defines a lower bound approximation
Ghom

stat ⊂ Ghom.

5. Numerical resolution of the kinematic approach

The development of efficient finite elements for the upper bound kinematic approach of
thin plates in bending was the main contribution of [12]. More precisely, the present authors
proposed to use non-conforming finite elements which incorporate not only curvature-type
deformations, but also rotation discontinuities across element edges. In particular, the cubic
Hermite triangle (H3) seems to be a very efficient element in terms of numerical accuracy
as well as computational time saving. This element will, therefore, be used to solve (15).
Some slight modifications will be made to incorporate the specific features of (15); for more
details on the other aspects of the formulation, we refer to [12].

5.1. Finite element discretization

The cubic Hermite triangle (H3) is a non-conforming finite element assuming a cubic
variation of the transversal displacement, ensuring C0-continuity. It has 10 degrees of free-
dom : the transversal displacement and its two derivative along x and y at corner nodes
plus the transverse displacement at the centroid (figure 5).

In fact, in our case, the unknown will not be the total velocity u(ξ) but the periodic
fluctuation v(ξ), as the implementation seemed simpler this way. Let {V } be the vector
collecting all degrees of freedom. The curvature associated with v(ξ) at a point ξ in e is

14



computed using a matrix [B(ξ)] involving second derivatives of shape functions :





∂xxv
∂yyv
2∂xyv



 = [B(ξ)]{V }

The total curvature is then obtained by adding the constant term {χ} due to the macroscopic
curvature :

{κ} =





κxx

κyy

2κxy



 = {χ}+ [B(ξ)]{V }

In the case of a von Mises criterion, the local support function writes :

π(κ; ξ) =
2mp√

3
(ξ)

√
κ2
xx + κ2

yy + κxxκyy + κ2
xy

As before, this expression can be written as :

π(κ; ξ) = mp(ξ) ‖[J2]{κ}‖

where [J2] =



2/
√
3 1/

√
3 0

0 1 0

0 0 1/
√
3


.

The contribution of the curvature term in the expression of the maximum resisting work
(P curv

rm ) is then evaluated on the whole unit cell by a n = 3 points Gauss quadrature :

P curv
rm =

NE∑

e=1

mp,e

n∑

g=1

ce,g ‖[J2]{χ}+ [J2][Be,g]{V }‖

where ce,g are constant terms coming from the quadrature of the integral.

Since C1-continuity is not assured, we have to take into account the contribution of ro-
tation discontinuities across element edges to the maximum resisting work.

The support function associated to such discontinuities of normal rotation ∆θn is :

π(∆θn;n) = π(κ = ∆θnn⊗ n; ξ) =
2mp(ξ)√

3
|∆θn|

where the rotation discontinuity across edge j can be written :

∆θn = 〈∆Θj〉 {V }
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The contribution of rotation discontinuities in the expression of the maximum resisting work
(P disc

rm ) is also evaluated over all ND active4 edges by a m = n = 3 points Gauss quadrature
on the element edges :

P disc
rm =

ND∑

j=1

mp,j

m∑

g′=1

c′j,g′ |〈∆Θj〉 {V }|

where c′j,g′ are constant terms coming from the quadrature of the integral and where mp,j is
chosen as the minimum value of mp(ξ) over each side of edge j.

Finally, periodic boundary conditions (12) and (13) have to be satisfied. First, it is to
be noticed that, since v admits a cubic interpolation over an element, it is not sufficient
to impose that v is periodic at both end nodes of an edge for v to be periodic over the
whole edge. Two supplementary conditions on the derivative of v along the edge have to be
imposed. Hence, we must impose that ∂tv is periodic too. Therefore, since v and ∂tv must
be periodic and ∂nv must be antiperiodic, it is equivalent to impose that v, ∂xv and ∂yv are
periodic. For all pair (i, i′) of opposite nodes, this can be written as :





vi
∂xvi
∂yvi



−





vi′
∂xvi′

∂yvi′



 = {0}

which leads to the condensed form [P ′]{V } = {0}.

5.2. Formulation as standard second-order cone programming

For a given value of χ, the approximate macroscopic support function Πkin
hom(χ) is then

obtained by solving the following optimization problem :

Πkin
hom(χ) = min

NE∑

e=1

mp,e

n∑

g=1

ce,g ‖[J2]{χ}+ [J2][Be,g]{V }‖+
ND∑

j=1

mp,j

m∑

g′=1

c′j,g′ |〈∆Θj〉 {V }|

s.t. [P ′]{V } = {0}

Introducing various auxiliary variables, the preceding problem can be reformulated as :

Πkin
hom(χ) = min

NE ·n∑

k=1

mp,ecktk +

ND·m∑

k′=1

mp,jc
′
k′sk′

s.t. [P ′]{V } = {0}
[J2]

−1{rk} − [Be,g]{V } = {χ}
tk ≥ ‖{rk}‖
uk′ = 〈∆Θj〉 {V }
sk′ ≥ |uk′|

(18)

4i.e. which actually contribute to P disc
rm
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which amounts to a standard SOCP problem involving linear equalities and inequalities, as
well as NE · n conic constraints.

Finally, since the curvature is exactly computed, and since conditions (10)-(13) are ex-
actly satisfied over the whole unit cell, the following inclusion KA0h ⊂ KA0 holds true
where KA0h is the space of periodic fluctuations obtained with this discretization. There-
fore, if numerical errors due to the quadrature of the integral can be neglected, it can be
concluded that Πhom(χ) ≤ Πkin

hom(χ) with Πkin
hom being the support function of an upper bound

approximation Ghom
kin ⊃ Ghom of the macroscopic strength criterion.

6. Numerical examples

In the following, different examples of periodic plates will be treated such as reinforced or
perforated plates. Lower and upper approximations will be computed by solving the static
and kinematic approach on the unit cell using the methods presented in sections 4 and 5.
Unit cells are meshed using Gmsh, optimization problems (17) and (18) are formulated
under the Matlab environment and solved using the dedicated SOCP solver Mosek [7].
For a given value of the macroscopic variables (M or χ), the resolution of the associated

optimization problem derived from the static or the kinematic approach, took in general
less than 1-2 seconds. Pre-processing including mesh generation and matrices assembling
procedures took approximately 10-20 seconds.

6.1. Plate reinforced in one direction

The unit cell geometry represented in figure 6 corresponding to a plate made of a refer-
ence material of ultimate moment mp1 = 1 reinforced by a band of width e = 0.05 along the
y direction made of a material of ultimate moment mp2 = 40 will first be considered.

A trivial static approach consisting of a homogeneous bending moment field m(ξ) = M

shows that Ghom contains the domain defined by the von Mises criterion of the weakest ma-
terial mp1 = 1, denoted by GvM (mp1). Similarly, a trivial kinematic approach with v(ξ) = 0

(homogeneous curvature) shows that Ghom is contained in the domain defined by the von
Mises criterion of average ultimate moment 〈mp〉 = 0.95 · 1 + 0.05 · 40 = 2.95, denoted by
GvM(〈mp〉).

First, the intersection of Ghom with the plane Mxy = 0, noted Ghom
(xx,yy) will be investi-

gated. Due to the unit cell symmetry with respect to its center, it is easily shown that this
intersection is also equal to the projection onto the plane Mxy = 0, which is also obtained
by computing Πhom(χxx, χyy, χxy = 0). Therefore, Ghom

(xx,yy) is a convex domain of R2, the

support function of which is given by Πhom(χxx, χyy, 0).

The results of both approaches are represented in figure 7. It can be observed that
the points obtained from the static approach correspond exactly to the convex hull of the
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Figure 6: Geometry and mesh of the unit cell for the plate reinforced by periodic bands in the y-direction

tangent hyperplanes obtained from the kinematic approach, ensuring that Ghom
(xx,yy) is exactly

computed. As expected, the reinforcement is ineffective concerning bending moments along
Mxx, only whereas for bending moments along Myy only, the average strength 〈mp〉 = 2.95
is recovered.
Moreover, it is possible to show that Ghom

(xx,yy) is actually given by the following analytical
relations :

(Mxx,Myy) ∈ Ghom
(xx,yy) ⇐⇒ ∃(X, Y ) such that





(Mxx, X) ∈ GvM(mp1)
(Mxx, Y ) ∈ GvM (〈mp〉)
Myy = (1− η)X + ηY

where η is the fraction of the reinforcement, i.e. η = e/a. These relations mean that a point
on ∂Ghom

(xx,yy) is obtained as the barycenter of two points on ∂GvM (mp1) and ∂GvM (〈mp〉)
which share the same abscissa Mxx, the weighting factor being given by 1 − η and η. This
construction is very similar to the construction of the macroscopic strength criterion of a
multilayer purely cohesive material under plane strain conditions [14].
In the limit of a small reinforcement fraction, Ghom

(xx,yy) can be obtained by translating the von

Mises ellipse with mp = 1 (in red) by a vector (Mxx = 0,Myy = ±1.95) which corresponds
to the effect of the reinforcement along the direction y.

In figure 8, the whole domain Ghom has been represented in the (Mxx,Myy,Mxy) space.
Black dots correspond to points obtained from the static approach, whereas the gray domain
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Figure 7: Domain Ghom
(xx,yy) for the reinforced plate obtained by the static approach (black dots). Blue

tangent planes are obtained with Πhom(χxx, χyy, 0) from the kinematic approach

correspond to the convex hull of the hyperplanes obtained from the kinematic approach.
Clearly, both approaches lead to the same convex set with an excellent precision. It is also
worth noting that Ghom has a relatively complex shape (which is not an ellipsoid) bounded

by two planes of equation Mxx = ±2mp1√
3
.

6.2. Plate perforated by a rectangular hole

The unit cell geometry represented in figure 9, corresponding to a plate made of a refer-
ence material of ultimate moment mp1 = 1 perforated by a rectangular hole of width e = 0.1
and length l = 0.6, will now be considered.
It is to be mentioned that this example involves a moment-free boundary (noted B) inside
the unit cell, which was not considered in the description of the auxiliary problem in section
3. The only modifications for the static approach are that the relations mnn = 0 and K = 0
have to be imposed on B. Concerning the kinematic approach, the only modification is
that edges belonging to B remain inactive, i.e. they do not contribute to P disc

rm via rotation
discontinuities.

In figure 10, isovalues of the different components of the local bending moments m(ξ)
obtained by the static approach for a macroscopic bending moment of the form M = ex⊗ex
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Figure 8: Domain Ghom for the reinforced plate obtained by the static approach (black dots). The grey
domain is obtained as the convex hull of the hyperplanes obtained from the kinematic approach.
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Figure 9: Geometry and mesh of the unit cell for the plate perforated by a rectangular hole

have been represented. It can be observed that the components satisfy all the conditions
defining SA(M) (periodicity, boundary conditions on the free boundary, averaging rela-
tion,...). The complexity of the spatial variations of the local bending moment also under-
lines the need of numerical methods to solve the auxiliary problem, despite the simplicity of
the macroscopic moment.

In figure 11, the failure mechanism (i.e. the field u(ξ) ∈ KA(χ)) obtained by the kine-

matic approach has been represented for different values of the macroscopic curvature :
pure curvature in the x-direction (χxx = 1, χyy = χxy = 0), pure curvature in the y-direction
(χxx = 0, χyy = 1, χxy = 0) and pure xy− torsion (χxx = χyy = 0, χxy = 1). The mechanism
obtained for χxx = 1 in figure 10(a) corresponds to a yield line in the direction of the hole
length. On the contrary for χyy = 1 (figure 10(b)), a better mechanism than a simple yield
line along the hole width is obtained via a complex local field with double curvature regions
around the hole. Finally, for χxy = 1 (figure 10(c)), the optimal mechanism seems to be a
homogeneous torsion curvature field u(ξ) = 1

2
ξ · χ · ξ = ξxξy obtained with a zero periodic

fluctuation v(ξ) = 0. Those results also illustrate the complexity of the auxiliary problem,
justifying the use of numerical methods to solve the static as well as the kinematic approach.

Finally, in figure 12 the intersection of Ghom with the plane Mxy = 0 has been represented
for various values of the hole length l while keeping the hole width equal to e = 0.1.
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(a) mxx component (b) myy component (c) mxy component

Figure 10: Mapping of the local bending moment m(ξ) for a macroscopic bending moment of the form
M = ex ⊗ ex

(a) χxx = 1 (b) χyy = 1 (c) χxy = 1

Figure 11: Failure mechanism of the unit cell for different values of the macroscopic curvature
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Figure 12: Domain Ghom
(xx,yy) for different values of the hole length l

6.3. Influence of the arrangement pattern of circular holes in a perforated sheet

Perforated metal sheets are frequently used in the steel industry, offering a large variety
of hole shapes (round, square, slotted,...), opening area percentage and pattern arrangement.
In this example, it seemed interesting to study the influence of pattern arrangement in the
case of circular holes. Holes can, for example, be disposed in staggered rows or in straight
rows. The ultimate bending strength can be estimated by solving the problem of an infinite
plate solicited by a bending moment at infinity, or equivalently, by solving the auxiliary
yield design problem on the unit cell with this bending moment as the macroscopic loading.
Hence, in the following, the auxiliary problem will be solved to assess the ultimate strength
in bending of those plates for different hole patterns.

Different unit cell geometries are considered in function of the pattern angle θ. The
pattern geometries are obtained by translating circular holes of radii R along vectors a1 = aex
and a2 = a sin θex + a cos θey (see figure 13). The unit cell area is then |A| = a2 cos θ.
The opening area ratio (or porosity) is defined as η = πR2/|A|. Since we want to investigate
the influence of the pattern angle on the macroscopic strength properties, a constant opening
area ratio will be assumed for different values of θ. Hence, the radius R is set to R =
R0

√
cos θ where R0 is the hole radius for θ = 0 such that η = πR2

0/a
2 is now independent of

θ.
Due to the chosen geometry, the strength capacity which will be most influenced by the

pattern angle is the maximum bending moment in the x−direction, denoted by Mxx,0 and
defined as :

Mxx,0 = max
M=Me

x
⊗e

x
∈Ghom

M
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Figure 13: Perforated plate geometry for a θ = 30◦ pattern angle

This quantity has been computed using the static approach for varying values of θ. In figure
14, the variation of Mxx,0 as a function of pattern angle θ is represented. Three different
values of the opening area ratio have been considered : η = 0.03, η = 0.13 and η = 0.28.
Obviously, for a non-perforated plate (η = 0), we have Mxx,0 = mp = 1. Results indicate
that Mxx,0 is decreasing with increasing values of η but the evolution of Mxx,0 with respect
to θ is non-monotonous. Besides, the influence of the pattern angle is increasing with η. In
particular, for η = 0.28, the staggered 30◦ pattern has a reinforcing effect of approximately
30% compared to the straight pattern (θ = 0◦). This reinforcement effect is around 15%
for η = 0.13 but only 2% for η = 0.03. Therefore, the pattern arrangement may have a
non-negligible reinforcing effect on the homogenized strength capacities of the plate for high
opening area ratios.
Now, defining eα = cosαex+sinαey, the ultimate bending moment in the α-direction Mαα,0

is defined as :
Mαα,0 = max

M=Me
α
⊗e

α
∈Ghom

M

It is interesting to note that in the case of a straight pattern (θ = 0◦), Mαα,0 tends to increase
with α from 0◦ to 45◦ and to decrease symmetrically (due to the orthogonal symmetry of the
problem) from 45◦ to 90◦ (figure 15(a)). This effect can be explained because the smallest
path between two holes in the orthogonal direction of the loading is equal to a for α = 0◦

or 90◦ and equal to
√
2a for α = 45◦. On the contrary, in the case of staggered pattern

(θ = 30◦), Mαα,0 decreases with α from 0◦ to 30◦ and then decreases symmetrically (due to
the hexagonal symmetry of the problem) from 30◦ to 60◦ (figure 15(b)). In this case, the
smallest path is larger than a for α = 0◦ or 60◦, whereas it is equal to a for α = 30◦. Hence,
for the straight pattern the optimal loading direction seems to be around 45◦ whereas for
the staggered pattern the optimal loading direction is aligned with the holes.

Finally,the intersection of Ghom with the plane Mxy = 0 has been represented in figure
16 for η = 0.13 and two values of the pattern angle : θ = 0◦ and θ = 30◦. The reinforcing
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Figure 14: Variation of Mxx,0 as a function of pattern angle θ for different values of the opening area ratio

(a) Straight pattern (θ = 0◦) (b) Staggered pattern (θ = 30◦)

Figure 15: Variation of Mαα,0 as a function of loading direction α for the straight and staggered pattern
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Figure 16: Domain Ghom
(xx,yy) for θ = 0◦ and θ = 30◦ (with η = 0.13)

effect of the 30◦ pattern, compared to the straight pattern, can clearly be observed, not only
for the particular value of Mxx,0, but also for the whole strength domain.

7. Conclusion

Yield design of thin periodic plates in bending has been addressed using a homogenization
procedure to derive the macroscopic strength criterion of an equivalent homogeneous plate.
The macroscopic strength criterion is obtained by solving an auxiliary yield design problem
formulated on the unit cell characterizing the periodic microstructure. Static and kinematic
approaches are formulated using a thin plate model, which is valid in the limit h ≪ a of a
small plate thickness h compared to the unit cell characteristic length a. Numerical tools are
introduced to solve both approaches efficiently in terms of computational time and accuracy.
Indeed, the discrepancy between the evaluation of the macroscopic domain obtained from
the two different approaches was negligible for all examples. The global efficiency and
performance of the proposed method is based upon the following decisive ingredients :

• The discretization of the static approach is performed with finite elements satisfy-
ing exactly all equilibrium equations, periodic boundary conditions and local yield
criterion.

• The discretization of the kinematic approach is performed with non-conforming finite
elements, whose performance regarding upper bound limit analysis of thin plates had
previously been demonstrated in [12].
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• The related optimization problems are formulated as standard SOCP problems for
which a dedicated software package has already been successfully employed for solving
yield design problems.

It has been shown on various examples that the macroscopic strength criteria are usu-
ally complicated anisotropic three-dimensional surfaces in the space of bending moments.
Therefore, even if such criteria can be obtained by efficient numerical procedures as those
presented in this paper, the main difficulty of homogenization theory in yield design relies
on the implementation of such complex criteria in a yield design problem formulated on the
global structure. Approximate representations of those yield criteria are, therefore, required
to perform such computations. This specific aspect will be the purpose of the second part
of this work.
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